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CEO dismissals in the S&P 500
FROM CEO SUCCESSION PRACTICES: 2014 EDITION

In 2013, the rate of CEO dismissals among S&P 500 companies was 23.8 percent, the lowest level since 2009. For the purpose
of this analysis, a CEO dismissal (or disciplinary succession) is defined as a departure occurring prior to the age of 64 and when
industry-adjusted total shareholder return (TSR) is in the bottom quartile of all S&P 500 companies. Industry-adjusted TSR is
calculated as the two-year TSR minus the two-year TSR of all S&P 500 companies in the same industry.
The rate of dismissals varies rather widely across the 2000–2013 period; rates range from 40.0 percent in 2002 to 13.2 percent
in 2005 (on average, 24.3 percent for the 14-year period). In 2013, nearly 67 percent of CEO successions in the extraction
industry and half of those in the wholesale and retail and services industries were the result of a CEO dismissal. There were no
instances of disciplinary successions in the transportation and communication industries in 2013.
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Why it matters…
Scrutiny of CEO performance is particularly acute during the first five years of tenure, and even more so if the company is
faring poorly. Recent findings on reduced CEO dismissal rates reflect the upward swing in financial performance, as well
as the regained trust in business shown after the market crash of 2008.
The influence of company financial performance on CEO succession events is generally higher among smaller companies
(measured by annual revenue and asset value), while the importance of age in explaining variation in CEO departures is
generally highest among larger companies. CEO succession rates also depend on the characteristics of the board, in that
they increase when the percentage of independent directors is higher and decrease with the percentage of CEO stock
holdings, as well as when the CEO is the founder or is from the founding family.

For more information on trends in CEO succession and a discussion of notable succession events occurring in 2013, download CEO Succession
Practices: 2014 Edition at www.conference-board.org/CEOsuccession2014 or contact Matteo Tonello at matteo.tonello@conference-board.org
The publication was made possible thanks to a research grant by Heidrick & Struggles.
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